A virus-shaping reproductive strategy in a Drosophila parasitoid.
Insect parasitoids are often infected with heritable viruses. Some of them, such as polydnaviruses, have evolved toward an obligatory relationship with the parasitoid because they are necessary to protect the parasitoid egg from the host immune reaction. However, recent and past discoveries have revealed the presence of facultative inherited viruses in parasitoids for which no clear phenotypic effect was observed. In this chapter, we present how such an inherited virus was recently discovered in the Drosophila parasitoid, Leptopilina boulardi. We show that this virus is responsible for an increase in the superparasitism tendency of the infected females. This alteration is beneficial for the virus, since superparasitism conditions permit the horizontal transmission of the virus. We review theoretical developments suggesting that this leads to a conflict of interest between the parasitoid and the virus. The direct and indirect influence of the virus on several other fitness traits has also been studied both empirically and theoretically, in particular the egg load. Finally, because the frequency of horizontal transmission is a crucial parameter for the evolution of the superparasitism manipulation, we present an attempt to select the virus for high or low manipulation intensity.